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May 10, 1973 y.
Meeting with de Staercke

Afer the NAO meeting today I had a meeting with de Staercke,

and the discussion was essentially as follows:

1. I told him on an exceedingly personal basis, and that I

was uninstructed on this, that there was at least the following

possibility: ,1people in various CapitaLs reading the report

of that meeting might we- ask themselves or muse to themselves

¿II

the followg:
(q J_j

ApparentlyÇT Ambassadors to the NAC didn't

get instructions

Does this mean that they are not going to be

involved in this problem? Is the NAC out oflJJ A(.?
(e) Does it mean tha'rare handling the response

to the Kissinger speech in a different way?

Does it mean that they prefer to work through

someone other than their Ambassadors to the NAO?

What does all this mean to the future of the

North Atlantic Council?

As Dean, I was sure he was asking himself those questions. He

agreed that he was and in fact that that posed a ses danger

to the Council.

2. I asked him, did he not agree with me, and again, on an

exceedingly personal basis, totally uninstructed, that the-

CL
Kissinger speech offered Joseph Luns wonderfu1 opportunity

for leadership -- that he U1d visit with people from the EC,
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and from Japan and national Capitqls, and show some momentum

and leadership in this. De Staercke fully agreed, saying that he

was sick that Luns was going to the BildeXbergers where he is going

to be one of a hundred instead of tithe one", that it is a waste

l-

of time, that he should be doing this, and his problem is working

an energy quotient problem. I asked him what kind of staff he

had, and he said Kasti could be helping him with this, he is not

a terribly broad man, but he is competent and able; and I said

well I was just asking the question because it struck me that it

might be an opportunity for Joseph to do something in this regard.

3. De Staercke said he fully agreed that there was time to

4,
and he said he was convinced they were capable of sorting

themselves out to do it. The problem was France. I said, well,
you

then/look at the two ends of the rubber band. At one end is

France and at the other end is your individual and collective

assessment of the degree of urgency, the necessity the need

for this type of broader framework sufficient that you and your

colleagues are willing to exert the kinds of pressures on F

that will get the rubber band to give in the direction you want.

That's the question that people have to ask themselves. Can the

one ay and frustrate and prevent something from happening.

The answer is yes, unless what needs to happen is of sufficient

weight and importance and significance to the future of the broader

alliance, that it takes precedence.

)
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)+. He said that he disagreed with Catalano saying, and those in

peeJ A k4y ie+
the meeting, who said there wasn't time1 n1e---re&aen

saiie these problems are being addressedd'aI said that

wasír point. The problems are being solved; they may be being
tUtç44' Á#.k)

solved poorly; they may be being solved independentr

solutions will rcu1t, d if time marches on;

and if th are solutions that are not considered in a broader

ir
framework -- as Everett Dirksen used to tell a story about a

Senator, and he made a speech on the Senator one time, and he said

the Senator is remaking America and you are not going to like it

I have that feeling t4 these individual, separate,

compartmentalized solutions are remaking the future of the Alliance

and , like it. We need to them

in a feent framework.

is clear enough on our side that my impression is that they are

going to be dealt with, and the effect of an inability to sort
out

yourselves/to deal with them, or the effect of a dramatically

different assessment as to the need to deal with them, will
not

result4in their not being dealt with, but rather they will resait

in their being dealt with in different rrora. He fully

agreed with me. He was very aware and sensitive to that.

5. Finally, I said to him there is another problem. That is the

problem that these matters will be dealt with This is related to
, -

!-t ..----

the previous point--hey will be dealt with. They may end

up being dealt with bilaterally, only with the big powers, but

they are going to be dealt with. The ìe&&-of- rgeyand---thQ need
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